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Wazn I verb forms
• Colloquial Egyptian Arabic (Cairo)
• Perfective of wazn I: CVCVC

o Vowels: a-a/i-i

• Imperfective of wazn I: -CCVC
o Prefix: ji-/ju- (3sg masculine)
o Vowels (stem): a/i/u
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Wazn I verb forms
• Colloquial Egyptian Arabic (Cairo)
• Perfective of wazn I: CVCVC

o Vowels: a-a/i-i

• Imperfective of wazn I: -CCVC
o Prefix: ji-/ju- (3sg masculine)
o Vowels (stem): a/i/u

• Idiosyncratic pattern
• May be predictable from 

phonological factors: 
o Root consonants consonants	(e.g.,	

Abdel-Massih	et	al.	1979	- Egyptian,	
McCarthy	1994	- MSA,	Ahyad	2019	- Hijazi)

o Vowel	correspondence	(McCarthy	1994,	
McOmber	1995,	Guerssel	&	Lowenstamm	
1996	- MSA)
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Overview
• Discuss results from a previous lexicon study (Xu 2022)

o How vowels and consonants help predict wazn I verb forms

• Discuss several analyses of paradigm structure that are compatible with 
lexical patterns

• Present nonce word experiment data 
o Standard methodology for studying grammatical knowledge – test whether speakers 

can generalize patterns in their language to novel words
o Whether nonce word data match or do not match different patterns in the lexicon 

provides support for one analysis of paradigm structure over others
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Part I: Lexicon study (Xu 2022)

• 330 Wazn I verbs in Egyptian Arabic (triliteral, excluded weak roots)
• Obtained from an online dictionary (Green 2007) and checked with a 

speaker
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Vowel correspondence
• Imperfective to perfective: 

o Imp. [u] strongly predicts perf. [a] 

• Perfective to imperfective: 
o Preference for perf. [a] to imp [u] 
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Imperfective vowel by consonant

• pharyngeals and glottals - more [a]

• labials and plain alveolars - more [i]
• pharyngealized alveolars (emphatics) 

- more [u]

• Significant & phonologically natural
o Pharyngeals lower F1 → affinity for low 

vowel (McCarthy 1994)
o Pharyngealized alveolars lower F2 →

affinity for back vowel (Norlin 1987)

• Similar patterns in other dialects 
(Herzallah 1990, McCarthy 1994, 
Ahyad & Becker 2020)
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Perfective vowel by consonant

• No signifiant effect for most 
consonant classes 

• Pharyngeals and glottals have 
NO preference for [a] in the 
perfective
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Summary: lexicon study results
• Imperfective vowels can be partially predicted from root consonants and 

perfective vowel
• Perfective vowels can be partially predicted from imperfective vowel, but 

not root consonants
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Part II: Analyses
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Output-based theories
• Bochner (1993) argues that paradigms often contain multidirectional 

mapping
• Possibly the mapping between imperfetive and perfective is bidirectional 

• Albright (2002): speakers pick one form in any paradigm (the most 
informative) as the base

• Regression modeling of lexicon data shows that there is more 
predictability when using the perfective as the base to predict the 
imperfective (Xu 2022)
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A puzzle
• Root consonants affect vowel choice only in the imperfective, despite the 

phonological environments being virtually the same
o -CCVC vs. CVCVC

• Do not clearly follow from any output-based accounts
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Serial derivation
• Some theories argue for a strong link between 

morphosyntactic structure and morphological derivations, 
e.g., Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993)

• Derivation consistent with proposed morphosyntactic 
structure of Arabic verb (Tucker 2011):  
o The imperfective is derived from the consonantal root
o The perfective is then formed from the imperfective

• Accounts for missing C-V effects in the perfective: 
o Syntactic locality constraints (Embick 2010, Kastner 2016)
o The imperfective vowel is maximally local to the root
o The perfective vowel is farther away
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Predictions
• Predictions for nonce word data under various hypotheses: 
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Effects in the lexicon Bidirectional Perfective-to-
imperfective

Serial
derivation

i. Consonant effects on imperfective
vowels.

Yes Yes Yes

ii. Perfective vowel effects on
imperfective vowels.

Yes Yes No

iii. Imperfective vowel effects on
perfective vowels.

Yes No Yes



Part III: Nonce word 
experiment
• Test the effects of consonants and vowels on vowel choice in both 

perfective and imperfective forms
• Which of these do speakers use to decide on novel verb forms?
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Participants
• 20 native speakers of Egyptian Arabic (5 females; age range 22-53, avg 33)
• Recruited online
• Only participants from around Cairo are included
• Instructions are in colloquial Egyptian Arabic to encourage the use of the 

colloquial
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Procedure
• A native speaker recorded all stimuli items in two frame sentences

o Subject + verb + temporal adjunct (matching with the verb form)

• Participants	hear	one	of	the	frame	sentences	with	a	nonce	word	stimuli	
and	then	sees	the	next	sentence	with	a	blank.	They	are	asked	to	read	it	out	
loud	with	the	appropriate	verb	form	while	being	recorded.

• Perfective:
o χaalid labaħ ʔabl jomeen. .نیموی لبق ــــــــــ دلاخ
o ”Khalid X-ed two days ago.”

• Imperfective:
o χaalid bijilbiħ kul joom.    .موی لك ــــــــــ دلاخ
o “Khalid X-s everyday.”

• Controls for potential effect of verb transitivity (Abdel-Massih et al. 1997) and 
semantics (McCarthy 1994) on vowel alternations
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Stimuli
• For half of the stimuli, all consonants come from the following classes (all [i]-

preferring in impf.)
o labial: {b,f,m}
o plain alveolar obstruents: {t,d,s,z}
o plain alveolar sonorants: {l,n}

• For the other half, C1 and C2 are [i]-preferring, whereas C3 is a pharyngeal {ħ,ʕ}

• Only these consonants are included for the ease of analysis

• All of these sub-classes are OCP co-occurrence classes from McCarthy (1994)

• Vowels: 
o Perfective:	2	vowel	choices;	{a,i}
o Imperfective:	3	vowel	choices;	{a,i,u}
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Stimuli list
• 5 form/vowel combinations * 2 consonant conditions * 5 

o 50 items per participant

• Counterbalanced so that a participant won’t hear the same root twice
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w/o pharyngeal w/ pharyngeal

Perfective a labaz labaħ

i libiz libiħ

Imperfective a -lbaz -lbaħ

i -lbiz -lbiħ

u -lbuz -lbuħ



Consonant - Imperfective vowel
• Participants learned (and 

exaggerated) the consonant 
effects on imperfective 
vowel 

• Words with a pharyngeal 
has over 90% [a] responses

• Words with just labials and 
alveolars have 80% [i] 
responses

• Significant according to 
regression (p < 0.001 when 
comparing both [i] and [u] 
responses to [a])
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Compared to predictions
• Predictions for nonce word data under various hypotheses: 
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Effects in the lexicon Bidirectional Perfective-to-
imperfective

Serial
derivation

Nonce word
results

i. Consonant effects on imperfective
vowels.

Yes Yes Yes YES

ii. Perfective vowel effects on
imperfective vowels.

Yes Yes No

iii. Imperfective vowel effects on
perfective vowels.

Yes No Yes



Consonant - Perfective vowel
• Participants show no consonant effect on 

perfective vowe – just like the lexicon
• Shows that the consonant effects are not across-

the-board phonotactic restrictions but is 
crucially affected by paradigm structure
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Perfective vowel - Imperfective vowel

• Participants’ responses for 
perfective [a] and [i] did not 
differ (p = 0.42)

• They do not learn the 
perfective [a] to imperfective 
[u] correspondence
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Compared to predictions
• Predictions for nonce word data under various hypotheses: 
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Effects in the lexicon Bidirectional Perfective-to-
imperfective

Serial
derivation

Nonce word
results

i. Consonant effects on imperfective
vowels.

Yes Yes Yes YES

ii. Perfective vowel effects on
imperfective vowels.

Yes Yes No NO

iii. Imperfective vowel effects on
perfective vowels.

Yes No Yes



Imperfective vowel - Perfective vowel

• Participants learned the 
imperfective [u] to perfective 
[a] correspondence (p = 0.04)
o They have more perfective [a] 

across the board, but especially 
in the [u] condition

• Marginal preference of 
perfective [i] given 
imperfective [i] (p = 0.06)
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Compared to predictions
• Predictions for nonce word data under various hypotheses: 
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Effects in the lexicon Bidirectional Perfective-to-
imperfective

Serial
derivation

Nonce word
results

i. Consonant effects on imperfective
vowels.

Yes Yes Yes YES

ii. Perfective vowel effects on
imperfective vowels.

Yes Yes No NO

iii. Imperfective vowel effects on
perfective vowels.

Yes No Yes YES



Conclusion
• Nonce word results support the serial derivation analysis

o Crucially, perfective vowel is not used to predict the imperfective vowel

• Consistent with lexicon trends, root consonants affect vowel choice in the 
imperfective but not in the perfective
o Shows that these effects are not general phonotactic constraints, but tightly controlled 

by morphological environments

• Support the role of consonantal roots in Egyptian Arabic verbal paradigms
o Analysis that involve consonantal roots is the most consistent with speakers’ knowledge 

of the wazn I paradigm
o Not incompatible with studies that show the role of stem-based representations in 

Semitic languages (e.g., Bat-El 1994, Gafos 2003, Berent et al. 2007)
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Other dialects
• Several other dialects pattern like Egyptian Arabic in that imperfective 

vowel is predictable from consonants but perfective vowel is not 
predictable is not (Palestinian: Herzallah 1990; Hijazi: Ahyad 2019)
o One exception is Iraqi Arabic (Blanc 1964)

• Future work on other dialects (detailed lexicon study and nonce word 
experiments) would provide another interesting point of comparison for 
Arabic dialects
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Appendix: Hijazi Arabic (Ahyad 
2019)
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Appendix: positional effects
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Appendix: dictionary vs. 
speaker
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Predicting	the	imperfective

Predicting	the	
perfective
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Predicting	the	imperfective

Predicting	the	
perfective
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Predicting	the	imperfective

In	the	presence	of	a	pharyngeal	/	glottal:	

[a]	>>	[i]	or	[u]

● Pharyngeals	lower	F1	→	affinity	for	low	
vowel	(McCarthy 1994)

● Similar	patterns	in	other	dialects	(McCarthy 
1994, Ahyad & Becker 2020)
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Predicting	the	imperfective

In	the	presence	of	a	pharyngealized	/	emphatic	
alveolar:

[a]	or	[u]	>>	[i]

● Pharyngealized	alveolars	lower	F2	→	
affinity	for	back	vowel	(Norlin 1987)

● Similar	patterns	in	other	dialects	(Herzallah 
1990, Ahyad & Becker 2020)
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